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DEVELOPMENT OF N~UTRON LEAKAGE SPECTRQMETERS 

WITH EMPHASIS ON THE keV RANGE 

Rudolph J. Henninger Nuclear Engin~ering 

ABST-RACT 

Calculations were performed to design and analyze 

a set of neutron spectrometers consisting of cadmium-covered, 

s~her~cally-shaped, resonance-absorbing cores, surrounded 

by ~arious-sized ~olyethylene spheres. Some of the detectors 

had an addition.l layer of boron around the polyethylene. 

B~catise of the combined effects of leakage {hence the 

name) and moderation in the polyethylene, the measured 

activatiott of the resonance absorber depends on the incident 

neutron energy, w~th a maximum in an energy range determined 

by the sizes and properties of all the materials. This 

response is proportional to the adjoint fluz, which is 

calcul~tedby the multigroup discrete ordinate transport 

code ANISN. The adjoint bo~ndary condition is the probability 

that a n~utron entering the core is captured there. It 

is assumed that this probability is independent of the 

presence of the surrounding materials. 

Calculations ~ereperformed for poljethylene sphere 

dt~m~t~r_ v~ryina from 2 in. to 10 in. to find a set useful 

in the-keV region. Some of these calculations were compared 
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with experiments performed by S. Binney and Hans Mark 

using nearly monoetiergetic keY photoneutron~~ ~h~ experi-

ment al res ul t s we re typi cally abo ut 30% di f f ~~~}1.t,.f!oit!._-.-__ .. 

those calculated. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of neutton ~nergy distribution~ is 

important for many applications of nuclear energy. Checking 

calculations that predict the behavior of the "fast" 

reactors now beiQg developed require this knowledge. This 

need is 'particulirly acute irt the energy region between 

lkeV and 1 MeV since most of the fission events are 

initi~ted there. For any source of neutrons~ calculation 

oi both the rieutroninduce~ biological d~se r~te and flux 

attenuation byshieldirtg material requite knowledge of the 

spectrum, since the reiative biological effectiveness 

depends strongly ~~ netition energy. 

Within the thermal ~nd epithermal ranges, foil 

activatirin techniques have been employ~d extensively to 

measur~ spectra. This method fs very conv~nient since 

the f~il~ are ver~ s~all and can easily be placed in many 

positions inside -of assemblies. They are efficient, so 

1 

that very small quantities of material can be used, hence the 

flux distributi~n is not disturbed. The cross sections for 

activation in thi~ energy range are wellknowrt, and, since 

it 1s the radioactivity induced in the foil that is measured, 

the readings do not suffer ftom interference by gamma rays 

nor "flooding" from intense neutron pulses. Finally, the 

existence of large resonances in the cross sections at 

epithermal energies makes it relatively easy to interpret 

the activation measurements in ter~s of the neutron flux 



over a narrow energy range. 

Activation methods, however, do not work well in 

the energy region between 1 keY and 1 MeV. At these 

energies, there aretio isolated activation resonances which 

can be used to define ~ narrow band; also,the cross sections 

have not been measured precisely enough. Mechanical 

choppers hav~ also been used ~ith success in the eV range 

but ab~.~ the low 'keV range their resolution beco~es 

unacceptable. 

Above 1 MeV spectra can be measured by means of 

thresh6ld detectors, nuclear em~lsions, se~iconductor 

dete~tors or proton recoil spectrometers. Attempts to 

ext~~d theSe meth~ds downwar~ in energy have met with 

~erious difficulties. Thresholds for nuclear reactions 

are t06 high (abova 1 MeV) for this method to be u.ed. 

Proton recoil, nuclear emulsion, and semiconductor 'detectors 

will operate in the keY range, but generally resolution 

restricts their usefulness to the very high keVrange and 

above (~ gobd review of the applicability of these detectors 

can be found in Ref. Ki60). Good measurements in the keY 

range can be obtaine~ withtime-of-flight methods, but 

complicated equipment is required as well as an aperture 

for bringing out the neutron beam. 

Inconsideration of this gap in the field of neutr6n 

~pectrometry, th~purpose of this work will be to adapt 

activation technique_, with their inherent advantages, 
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to measure neutron energy distributions in the keV range. 

Gold foil activation has been a traditiOnal method 

for determining certain flux properties in thermal reactors. 

The reaction 

197 A· ( ) 198A .1,1 n,Y u 

has a strong resonan~e at an incident neutron energy of 

4.9 eV. Below this ~nergy,the cross section is approx-

im~tely inversely proportional to the square root of the 

incident neutron energy (~ee Figure 1). 

A l~mited amount of spectral information can be 

obtained by the so-called cadmium ratio measurements. The 

activatiOn of gold foils shielded with cadmium, to remove 

thermalnetitr~ns (see Figure 1), determines essentially 

the neutionflux near five electron volts, provided the 

spectrum rapidly decreases with increasing neutron energy. 

The difference between the counting rate of an activated 

bare foil and a cadmium covered foil is a measure of the 

flux below the cadmium "cut-off" energy at 0.4 eV. 

The same principle can ~e applied with other elements 

having st.rong capture resonances in their cross sections. 

The induced activity of a foil exposed to ~ neutron flux 

¢(E) is proportional to the integral 

I = I HE)a(E)dE • 

ill 

3 
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FIGURE 1. Total Cross Sections fo·r Gold and Cadm~um 
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If the flux has the form 

'" 'V 1 
'I' E' 

whith is approximately the c.se for the epithermal flux 

in a large non-absorbing system, and the cross section 

a(E) isdomin~~ed bya single large resonance, then the 

activation of a cadmiumco~ered foil is given by the 

resonance integral 

00 

I - J a(E) dE resE (1.1) 

.4eV 

where the lower l~mit has been set at the cadmium cut-off 

~nergy. The cadmium cover is used to eliminate the large 

acti~.tion due to thermal neutrons. Table I lists the 

elements generally ~sed as resonance absorbers, along with 

the half-life of the isotopes resulting from capture, and 

the resonance integral. 

Several theoretl~al methods for converting the 

observed activities of the different isotopes into usable 

information a~outthe neutron spectrum have been devised 

for the ~egion indicated in Table 1. Howe~er, the activation 

method described thus far ar~ not useful in the energy 

region of interest without further modific~tiori. 

A "spectrum shifting" method will now be described 

which will make ~t possible to use these methods at higher 
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TABLE 1 

ISOTOPES USED ~OR ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 

Element Resonance 
Ires(b) TI/2 Energy. (eV) 

In 1.45 2060 54 min 

Au 4.9 1543 2.7 d 
, 

Mn .337, 15 2.56h 

w. 18.8 500 24 h 

Co 132 65 5.2 y 

Na 28.50 . .SO 15 h. 
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energies. In 1960, T.W. Bonner devised a multisphere 

technique for me~suring the neutron spectr~produced by 

. 'Br60 B06l' 
isotopes tirid~rgoing spontaneous fission. ' This 

method makes use of the inherent advantages of spherical 

, Th53 
symmetty, which were originally pointed out by Thompson. 

The "Bonner" sphere consists of a lithium iodide scin

till.ation crystaI", which is sensitive to thermal neutrons, 

surrou~ded by a polyethylene sphere (Figure 2). The 

polyethylene (CH 2 ) acts as a moderator for incident 

neutrons~ slowing them t6 ther~al energies, where they 

can 'be detected by the lithium iodide crystal. 

The i.spon~e of each sphere was measured by meanS of 

mo~oenergeti6.neutrons produced by a Van de Graaff accel

eratorand 8. 7Li (p,t:l)7 Be reacti~Ii. The results obtained 

f6r dIfferent sized m~derating spheres i~shown in Figure 
, , 

3. As can be seen in the fisure, the response functions 

peak in' the energy ran,g,e from about • 3eV to 4 MeV. 

The explanation of the peaking is simple: at high 

incident energies, ~ost of the neutrons leak out of the 

deteCtor before they can scatter enough times to become 

thermalized and hence detected. On the other hand, a 

large fraction of the incident low energy neutrons becomes 

thermal before reaching the center, and therefore leaks 

out before being capttiredther~. The large thermal 

scattering cross section of hydrogen in the polyethylene 

enhances this effect. A neutron entering near the peak 

7 
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undergoes, on the average, the. number of collisions required 

to reach thermal energy at th~ center. Since the peaking 

is caused by1eak.ge, this type of spe.ctrometer will be 

referred to here as a "leakage" spectrometer (L8). 
\ 

A reduction in the si~eof the Bonner Leakage Spectro

meter, some of whichrea~h 12" in diameter,would bean 

import4nt improvement ... Th~s c~n be accomplished by 

replacing the lithium iodide crystal and the necessary 

light pij;>e and photomultiplier assembly by ·something that 

w6uld detect netitrons at a highet energy, hence,requiring 

less moderator. A cadmium covered activ*tion foil, can be 

used as Stich a detector arid, therefore, seems a good 
. . 

choice. lri this way, incident high energy neutrons (keV 

and ab6ve) wil~ beshift~d to an energy regiori in which 

they can be detected more easily; 

Another important advantage of using a cadmium covered 
. . 

resonance absorber occurs in the calc~lation of the response 

curves.. Because o£ the scarcity of monoenergetic neutron 

10 

sources in the keV rang~ for use in calibration, calculations 

must.be heav~ly rel~ed upon arid any simplificatio~ of them 

is helpful. At energ~es above the cadmium cut-off the 

nuclei. with which the neutrons interact may be considered 

stationary compa~ed to therieutrons, and che~ical binding 

~ffects that ~re important m~inly at thermal energies may 

be neglected. 

When the th$rnial detectot is replaced by one for the 
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eV range, and the amount of polyethylene is reduced so that 

the peak sensitivity 1s at the same energy, the resulting 

response shape remains approximately the same at all 

energies. In part~cular, the resolution of the smaller 

sized~e~kctors remainS poor. The response can be con-

siderabiysharpened, however, by adding a layer of boron 

around the outside of the moderator. Since boron is a 

I/v ab~oiber, lower en.rgy neutrons are preferentially 

removed. This effect can be seen in some curves calculated 

Me64 Me6S . by S .K. Metha .,. who used sph~Hes ,as Bonner had 

c~nstructed, modifLed in this m~nner. Figure 4 shows the 

lo'we ring of the response' at lowene r gies and t.he shifting 

of the peak response to higher energies with the addition 

of a layer 6f boron. 

The proposed spectrometers consist of a cadmium 

covered resonance absorber surrounded by various sized 

polyethylene spheres (Figure 5). Some have an additional 

layer of b.oron. In th~ following sectioris, the use and 

design of· this new spectrometer will be described, and 

calculated respons~ functions will be given for several 

sizes and resonant absorbers. An experiment is briefly 

described~ the result~of which aiecompared with the 

calculations. 
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II. THEORY 

A. Interpretation of Measurements by a Leakag~ Spectrometer 

In this se6tion a ~efi~ition of what a Leakage 

Speritrometer (LS) measures will be made. Where and how 

a set of LS's can be used for determining rieutron spectra 

will then be discussed. 

+ Let F (B,~) be the probability that-a neutron having 

-1 ' 
an energyE and making an angle cos· II with the outward 

pointing normal at the surface of the spectr6meter~ will 

be absorbed in the core ma~*~ial.This quantity depends 

-1 ' 
on no angles oth*r than ~os ~ because of the spheiical 

sym~etry.Furthermore, since only incomirig neutrons can 

be absorbed, 

L*t F(R,~ ,E,a) be the ~ngular flux at the position o ' 

(R,a ) with en*rgy E and direction a as shown in Figure 6. o 

Here R i~ the radiu~ of ,th~ sp.~trometer, so the flux is 

evaluated at its surface. With this~ngular flux; 

2:t" enter ·an area Rd~l , 0 on the surface with dir~ctionsinda 

about a. Thus A, the number of absorptions per second 

in the core material for the flux, given, is 

14 
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(11.1) 

At saturation the number of absorptions per second 

is eq~altd the acti~ity of the core material. 

We now define 0LS(E) the "effective cross section of 

the spect rome terti , 

0LS (E) - A(E)/~ (E) (11.2) 

whereA(E)dEis the. number of neutrons absorbed that enter 

at energies in dE and. 

n. _ .14 
't'7i' 

~ will be thought of as the average inward scalar fltix 

which under certain conditions mentioned below is the 

scalar flux "at" the surface of the LS.The saturated 

activity then becomes 

(I 1.3 ) 

Now if the angular flux F(R,ao,E,a) for neutrons entering 

the LS is independ~nt of ~osition on the surface of th~ 

LS, then 



','" 

<P(E) J dOF(R, E,il) • 

non <0 
o 

<P(E) , 

the scal~r flux on the surface because the integral over 

.~ is th~inward half of the scalar flux ata, but this 
o 

inward half covers all directions as the integral over 

a is p~rformedo Under this con~ition 
o 

A(E) - R2 J dno f dOF+tE,-O.no)F(R,E,O)(-n.tio ) 

4 'IT non <0 
o 

but 

J
.dQ (-~ oa)F+(E _~o~ ) = 

00· , 0 f·. da(-ao~ )F+(E -~ ·a) . 0 ., 0 

4 'IT a·n <0 o 

17 

- -2. JOdPPF+(E,P) - 2wJ+(E) (II. 4) 

-1 

independent of a ·and tie It will be seen in a section 
. 0 

+ that follows that J is the adjoint current. Thus, 

A (E) = 2WR
2J+OOJ dnF (ll., E ,n) - 2wR 2 J+ (EH (E) 

4 'IT 

and by d~finition 

(11.5) 



We see then that if the incoming angular flux (no matter 

how anisotropic) i$ independent of position on the surface 

of the LS, A depends only on cp, therefore scalar flux is 

measured directly. 

For illustration, consider the special case of a black 

,'. + :. 
sphere (F (~)=l, i.e., every neutron entering is absorbed) 

arid a mortoenergetic incident flux. For this example 

2 'J02 ais = -2wR ~d~ = wR . 

-1 

leading to 

Thi. equ~tfOnis clearly true fo~ a .onodirectional beam, 

of flu~ cp, for the black sphere will simply remove neutrons 

presented to its cross-sectional area. In the case of the 

bl~c~ $phere imm~rsed in an infinite isotropic bath of 

neutrons the number absorhed is the nu~ber crossing per 

unit area (the inward curr~nt J = $/4) multiplied by th~ 

2 surface area4wR • 

rf the angular flux incident on the LS varies slightly, 

then the ave~age inward scalar flux cp is approximately 

equal to the scalar flux that would be "at" the center of 

the sphere if all neutrons actually heading for the center 

fr.m ~hesurface reached it. The reason is that each point 

on th~ surface contributes only one directiori to the flux 

18 
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at t~ecen~er, and together all the surface points give 

contributions from all pos~ible directions. Besides, 

+. . 
F (E,~) is peaked at ~=l (see Figure 21), so that neutrons 

heading toward the center are heavily weighted in this 

\f,; 
measurement. Strong m6t~vations for making the spectrometer 

as smail as possible are that ~ beco~es the scalar .flux 

arid that its ~resencedoes not alter the spectrum it is to 

measure. 

W~ have consider~d only what the LS measures in 

terms of the flux at the surface in the presence of the 

sphere. In some cases thi~ flux may not be different 

from that Which is present when the sphere is remo~edt ~uch 

as if the spect~ometer were to be placed in free space 

far from other materials ~ith which neutrons could interact. 

The spectrometer would thus be useful for cieasuring stray 

neutron fi~lds outside of sh.ields, ctiti~al assemblies, 

or in relatively large cavities within some systems~ In 

some systems the spectrometer may be placed within a 

medium such as water and not distort the incident spectrum 

significantly. Thus it may be used within aqueous shields, 

without having to correct the spectrum obtained. 

There are situations, however, in which the incident 

flux will be changed by the presence of the LS. In these 

instanc~s~ it might be possible to correct. for the influence 

of the LS fairly easily, e~~. by considering the media 

as locally infinite (like the tre~tment of thermal flux 



depression by foils) or if the geometry is spherically 

symmetric (such as includ£ng in t~st calcul~tions the 

effects of placing an LS at the center of a large critital 

St68 sphere .. ). 

B. Determining the Spectru~ fiom th~ Meastirements 

The results of the exposure of a set of M spectro-

meter~ is given by M integral equations of the form 

20 

m=l , 2, ••. ,M (II. 6) 

whereK isa constant determined by the foil counting 

t~chnique employed~and ~(E) is the flux for which the 

ener~y dependence is desired. One method of obtaining 

an appropriate expression for the flux is to parameterize 

an assumed function for it and then determine the parameters. 

This was done by using Bonner Leakage Spectrometers to 
I 

obtain an expression for fissi~n spectra of the form 

(IE eip-CtE). This form was substituted into 11.6, which 

was then evaluated nume~ically to obtain Ct. Bonner per-

formed measurements with spheres having differ.nt radii 

to verify the procedure. If the same Ct was obtained for 

each sphere, the method was considered valid~ Mor.general 

types bfspectra would require more parameters. One method 

might. be a multigrotip analysis, ,in which the neutron flux 

is expressed as a sum of Ngroup fluxes ~(En)' A , the 
m 

.ct~vity of the core for a particular spectrometer m, i~ 
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assumed to be given by 

N 

A 
m 

= K \)' ep (E ) , n J "~S(E)dE 
t.E 

m= 1 ,2, ... ,M (11.7) 
L_j 
n=l 

n 

or' . 

+A + -. K~ep (11.8) 

wh.re ~ is an MxN mat~ix and 1 and; are column vectors. 

If this experiment is performed for M(=N) different 

radius-foil combinations, th~ m~trix equation II~8 becomes 

a set of simultaneous equations. The group fluxes can 

be solved for if therespbnses are linearly independent. 

A gener~lizedform of 11.8 can be obtained by assuming 

that the neutron spectrum is expressed by a sum of N 

linearly independent given functions fn(E), 

epeE) (11.9) 

n=l 

Since the number of detectors equals the number of activity 

equations, the N parameters an can be determined uniquely 

only if N is not greater than the number of detectors. 

Equations like II~6 for bare foil activation have 

. Mc67 Mc69 
been solved by using iterative techniques. ' This 

procedur~ involves selection of an initial spectral 

approximation and its subsequent correction to obtain 

.1 



a fit to the activation data. A least squares method has 

also been used with success to determine the coefficients 

~n uf 11.9 by minimizing the quadratic form 

Di65 

Gold G064 has stated that, in general, the approximate 

soltltiDn should ~roperly satisfy the set of integral 

equations 11.6 and certain subsidiary conditions imposed 

by physical considerations (non~negativity, etc). A 

generalized formalism~ which includes a controlled degree 

of , smoothness or closeness to a given approximate golution 

for 11.6, was introduced and coded by Routti. Ro69 

Calculations bf responses for a set of spectrometers 

which lend themselves to the above methods for spectrum 

d~termination will now be described~ 

C. Method of Calculating Response Functions 

This sectiori will be devoted to the methods for 

determining 0LS(E)i the function which, if multiplied by 

the "scalar" flux and integrated over energy,yields the 

saturated acti vi ty of the absorbing core of the LS. ". The 

connection between F+(E,~) from which 0LS(E) is generated, 

and the adjo~nt flux will be made. It will be seen how 

En67 th? adjoint flux is determined by the code ANISN 

using a boundary condition and/or adjoint source. 

22 
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The adjoint flux may be interpreted as follo~s. 

Let ~, c~lled the transport operator, be defined as 

(I1.l0) 

wher~ F(;,u,~) is the angular flux a8 in 11.1 with the change 

o£ variable u=ln Eo/E (u is called the neutron 1ethar~y); 

E is so~e refeience energy (here E =107 eV). 
o 0 

The first 

and thi~d terms on th~ right hand side represent neutron 

gains to th~ phase spaCe point ;=(-;,u,S1) from streaming 

and scattering from higher energies respectively, and 
.. + . 

the secondter~ ~epre.ents remo~al fromp due to crillisions. 

I's are macroscopic cross sections, andS(;,u,~) is an 

+ 
external source at p. 

notation as 

HF = S • 

11.10 may be written in operator 

(11.11) 

F is uniquely determined by 11.11 and specified boundary 

conditions. 

For~ally, the adjoint operator H+ is defined by 

(11.12) 

T 
I 



where F is any function ob~ying the boundary condit.ion 

, +' 
for ~he flux in lI.llan~ F . is any function obeying 

certain briundary conditions which make 11.12 hold~ Here 

the inner product,· (f, g) i st he iIi t e g r aI, 

The normally pres.nccomplex conjugation is absent because 

we ·aie dealing withrealfunctidns. 

Now we consider the particular "adjoint flux" F+ 

satisfyiog H+F+=S+, and satisfying the boundary conditions 

+ of the general F in 11.12. + The adjoint source S can be 

chossn arbitr.rily. When ·S -+ '+ 
= (p-po)' the Dirac delta-

function, is substituted into 11.12, 

Since 

F is, however, the Gr.en'~ functibn, i.e., the flux due 
" . . 

. -+ 
to a unit source at po. 

. +. . .. 
Now if S is taken to b~ the 

cross section for some physical process, then the adjoint 

24 
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-+ 
flux at Po is seen to be just th. rate at which the physical 

.. . + 
process represented by the cross section S . occurs through-

out the system phase space when a unit source is introduced 

-+ 
at p. Any cross section Like quantity can be used for 

o 

the adjoint source and each one will give rise to a 

distinct adjoint solution .• Stated another way, the adjoint 

-+ 
flux is the probability that a neutron at Po will eventually 

+ lead to a process denoted by S somewhere in the system 

phase space. Se69 

With this interpretation of the adjoint flux it is 
. . + 

clear that the function F defined in s~ction II.A is the 

adjoint flux for the process of being absorbed within the 

LS core material. We ttirn now to the calculation of the 

adjoint flux and from it, via 11.4 and 11.5, 0 LS (E). 

The code ANISN, a on~ dimensional multigroup discrete 

ordinate transport code, can be used to calculate the 

adjoint flux with so~e changes in the input data and 
/ . 

the interpretation of the angular flux. For a more detailed 

discussion of the ANISN method for calculating direct flux 

see Ref. La63 and Tr68. Here we will summarize the deve1-

opment of the group equations for adjoint flux with the 

detaiLs left to Appendix A. 11.12 is found to be satisfied 

if the adjoint operat~on is 
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(II. 13) 



+-+ -± 7-+ -+ 
with F (r,u,~l)=O for .lon>O, where n is the outward normal 

at the surface of the systemo We first assume that the 

adjoint flux can be divided into G energy groups, with 

group g extending fromu
g 

to ti
g

+ 1 oFurther, we assume that 

the groups are fine enough that the adjoint flux within 

+ each group may be taken as ~constant whose value F (r,~) g . 

is given by 

+ .,* 
F (r ,~t) 

g 

u 
g 

where ~u = u -Uo The group adjriintf1ux is defined 
g g+l, g 

in this mariner so that when it is ~u1tiplied by the group 

flux Fg(;,n) (interp~eted as being the integral of'!(r~u,n) 

overu in group g) and integrated over, nand n the o " 

saturated activity due to inciderit neutrons in' g resultso 

A = f dn J daF (R,n ,n)F+~R,-a·n )(-non ) 
~ ,0 gog 0 0 

47T non <0 
o 

The total activity is then simply a sum OVer g 
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If we approximate the scattering kernel by an Lth 

order Legendre expansion 

"s ( u j +u ; g; •• g;) =·t 2 !~1 B l. (u • +u) P l. (U 0 ) 

R.=O 

then the adjoint kernel i~ 

"s(u+u·;g;.g;·) = r... 2!~1 Bl.(u+u·)Pl.(Uo ) 

t=O 

where ~ is the cos~ne of the angle between a' and a, 
o 

and B
t 

are determined from ~ross section data (see Appendix 

C) • If we apply the spherical harmonics addit ion. theorem 

an d par t ia 11 y per form the i nt e g ra t ion, the ad j 0 in t e qua t ion 

with spherical sy~metry may be written as 

a 1_11 2 a + 
( -].1 ar -~ a)l + E t( u »F ( r , u , ].1 ) 

r dU·Pl.(U)F+(r,u· .U·) 

-1 
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+ .. 
=S(r ,u;].1) (11.14 ) 

Applying the operator 

1 
flu 

g f
Ug+1 

du 

u g 



" .". . "', " 

'"r" ',' 

'. -." 

to 11.14 -we obt~i~ 

H ~r. - 14~~+~tg)i;(r;~) 
'~ .. '."" " -t 2~+1p! (IJ)' fdJlOP i (~') L rg~~Fgo~~" 

" ~1 .- \1 \1' ,} 

B'(,:t:+,u'} 
>,'£'. .,' . 
. ' .Au 

. "," g " 

g "g.~,. 

" .:t· .~. 

,.28 

= 'fu~~~ S + (r ,tl ,:1l114u.. == "S'~ (r ,11) J .' " .".... '. g:. g ,'. 
. (11.15) 

U 
. ",' ~.,.' 

, ~'-. 

s iti~-t;'F;,(t ,y ,,~ ls~ . ."·, ii1~;~~.f!;~,dehc~;,o£ u·,in,. :8 rq'1,(iP~,;g',. . . .. 

'.=. 

,","\':: .•• , ' I .. 

rg~!·· rg'~~~Bi( u+u ')p+( ••. u 0 • V') .. 

u u; 
g g 

, ~ ... 

" 

"F',+ _1 
.g' Au , .8 

fu
.g+. 1::f~.g '1+1 . J' .d\l.J' ,',,··.·d·U'B.£ (U-+'ll' ) 

" ",+-', + ' . 
:; Bg·g·'F' '.' '(r )1') 

. t, .g' " 

,U', U " " 
~, g 

'. ' " 

'. "" -,' 

i
U

" ' 'f" ',u,.".,g: ,'+,',1, ',,". 
l' '.,' '-',' ,g+" .. 1," . -[).-u-' . " :ci ~ ,::du' 

g 
"uu, 
,'g ,g 

B(u+u ') ~' 
t : 

Thus ,tiles catterihgkerriel fQrtheadJoin't pr6ble'm' is the 
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transpose of th:eker~e1 for the forward problem. The mu1 t i-

group approx~~ation to 11.14 then becomes 

LG -I L 2~+l P t (~)Bf,-g 
R,=o. 'g' =1 

+ = S Cr,]J) 
. g '-

. 1 

J F;(r,p')Pt(P')d~ 
-1 

Now if ~]J i~substitutedfo~ ]J we obtain 

. But 

( il . .L + 1-]J2 .L . + 
... '\ r + I: t ,). F ( r , -]1) or au g g 

'2j.L."2j" G ,- ' , ' .. 

'" '.: . 

21,+1 g. '+g . P (. _11.)'. B, ,. -2-·- 1, ... 1, 

. 1,=0 g'=l 

= S g (r, -]1) 

Pt(-p) l1dP,p,(p')F;(r.~) 
:-.1 

fdP ·F;(r. p')p t ()l) 

-1 

J

1 ' .' 

= (_l)R,P (]J)" . d]J'Pn(U') (-l)1,F+(r,-]J') 
R, N . g . 

-1 . 

= PR,(]J) 

(IL16) 

(11.17) 
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yielding 

ctt 
.t=o g'=l I

1 +. 
d).1'Pl().1')Fg (r,-).1') 

-1 

. + . 
= Sg(r,-).1) (iI~18) 

. '. . . + + 
~hich with the sign of ).1 changed in Fand S .' and trans-

. g g. 

pos{tion of th~ scattering k~rne1 is identical to the 

equ~tionsolved numerically for thedir~ct flux F (r,l.l). 
. . .. g 

Bec~use the quadrature ang1e~ l.l~ for the SN methbd .to be 

used are chosen to be s~mm~tric about ).1=0, the adjoint 

calcQiation ~f the leakage term proceeds as in the direct 

calcu1at~~ri; but input for the angular dependent source 

+ S (r,).1) is entered as S (r,-l.l ), ~nd the resulting flux g m g m . . , 

F (r,~ ) is interpreted as the adjoint flux F+(r,-l.l ). g m .' . g m 

For example the botiridary condition of no incoming flux 

in an adjoint problem is interpreted as a condition bf no 

outgoing flux. In addition to transposing th~ scattering 

matrix, we reverse the group' order of the cross sections, 

the source,and the $tattingflux guess. Thi~ inversion 

is convenierit because ~he adjo~nt ~fa down~catter problem 

is an upscatter pr~bl,m, which takes more time to compute. 

By proce~din~ in inverse group order, the upscatter probl~m 

becomes once more a downscatter problem. 



Now if the macroscopic absorption cross section E a 

of the core material is a smooth function of energy, the 

adjoint flux cart be calculated accurately by means of the 

group adjoint source: 

S+(r) = E H(R-r) 
g ag core H(R. -:-r) .. core 

E (u)du a 
t.u 

g 
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u g (11.19) 

where His the Heavyside step-function and R i~ the 
core 

core ~adius.this method is useful at high energies where 

the absorption crO$S section is. slowly varying. At lower 

energies (1 to1000eV) the cross section. exhibits a 

resonance structure (the property we are trying to e~ploit) 

and to calculate adjoint flux ~easonab1y accurately in 

this rigion would require an inordinately large number of 

groups. Because of the large cross section values· within 

a resonance, the spatial mesh within the core would have 

to be· extremely small to account for the very short mean 

free path. Tests (See Appendix B) have shown that ca1-

culation~ become unreliable when the mesh spacing becomes 

as larg~ as a mean free path. Thus, some other method 

is teq~ired by computer space and time limitat~ons. 

If one tonsiders the capture probability for neutrons 

entering the core, it is seen (Figure 9) that it is a more 

slowly vaTyirtg function of energy than the resonance cross 

sectiens, so that its gr~up averaged value will yield 
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more accurate results for the important low energy resonances. 

The idea here is to calculate the adjoint flux (capture 

probability) for a bare core a~d use thi result as a 

boundary condition, .leaving to the code the calculation of 

this adjoint flux through the cadmium, polyethylene and 

bor~n (if it is present). The advantage of this method 

is that one set of boundary conditions for a given core 

material may be used for many different polyethylene-boron 

configurations. This scheme neglects the probability of 

a neutron b~ing absorbed in the core if it is heading out. 

It will be shown in Section D that this approximation does 
. . 

not result in any ~erious~rror. 

The adjoint'flux boundary condition is calculated on 

the basis of a "first flight capture probability with a 
/ 

~econd flight correction term. Since an ANISN interpretation 

of the adjoint flux at a Legendre~Gauss quadiature angle 

~m is' 

+. 
F (r,u,~ ) 

m 
(II. 20) 

it is. desirable to expa~d the capture probability in Legendre 

polynomials to remain consistent. This is simple for the 

+ first flight capture probab~lity FI(uo'~)' which is given 

by 

+ 
FI(uo'~) = 

~ (u ) +2 ~R~ (u ) 
c 0 (1 _ e '. to) 

~t(uo) 
~<o 

o ~>o 



where u i~ the incident n~utron lethargy, R is th~ core 
o 

radius, p is the cosine ~f the angle of the neutron with 

respect to the outward normal (see Figure 7), L (u ) is 
t 0 

the total macroscopic cross section, and L (u ) is the 
c 0 

macroscopic absorption cross section for a process which 

leads to _ countable radioactive nucleus. The Legendre 

Q,(uol • JO'I(UIF1(uo.UldU + I1.,(utoodU 

-1 0 

L r 2pRE
t 

P.R. (p) 
c (1 = - e . )dp 

L
t 

';"1 

Since P.R. (p) 

Q,R,( u o ) · r 
-1 

Integrating by parts y~.1ds 

2E
t

R 

+ 2.R.+1 

P~+1(~) - P,R,-1(P) 
2.R.+l 

-1 

2~L R J 0 e t) 

-1 
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FIGURE 7. Geometry for Calculating Cor~ Capture 

Probability. The cent~r of the ~ph~re 

andt.are in the· plane of .the paper. The 

intersection of t and t' is the origin of 

a spherical coordinate system. 
. ,. . e and cP 

are the polar and azimuthal arigles 

respectively. 



The first term On the right hand side vanishes leaving 

r d~ [P HI (~) - P J.-J (_~) l} . 
-1 

L: 
+-'=l: 

t 

x 

Solving -for Q1+l giv~s 

with 

Q (u ) -
0-0 

and 

\ 

( 

I -
, 

o 

L(u ) co-
L (u ) 

t 0 

1=1 

l:fl,odd 

21 + 1 > 
(1+2)(1) Pl-2(O) 1=2,even 

1 
2 

-2Rl: (u ) 
t 0 e -
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(11.21) 

(I1.22) 

(II. 23) 

(11.24) 



The recursion relationship for Qn(u ) allows it to be 
NO, 
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~umerically averaged over each group in the resonance region~ 
\ 

and the first flight bouridary condition to be generated 

with the h~lp of 11.20. 

A s~cond flight correction was added to accotint for 

slowing ,down within the core. This is given by 

x 

(II.25) 

whereE (u ) is the sc~ttering c~oss~ section; e and ~ , so, 

de~ermine the direction of the scatt~red n~utron; arid t' 

is the escape path for a neutron that ~cattered at t 

(see figure 7) : 

t' - -r)( t+Rll) + Rcos ~~ 1f=):i'T+ 

I ' '1/2" 1/2 2 
+v' [T] (t -Rll';" Rc 0 s ~ (l-ll) , (1- n) ] - t ( t - 2 R ll) 

wheren=tos6. The s~cond*ry lethargy u ~s determin~d 

from kin'ematics of the scattering process, as 

,u(6) = u- l,.n[A 
2 

+2Acos 6 + 1] 
o (A+l)2 



where Ais the mass of the core material. It is assumed 

here th~t th~ lab and center of mass scattering angles are 

equal for heavy nuclei. + F2 was simply evaluated at each 

quadrat~re angle ~nd added t6 the first· flight contribution. 

Its effect was small (accounting for only 2.9% of the 

adjoint lisource", see Figure 8), and expansion in Legendre 

polynomials would h*ve required an addftional numerical 

integration. The triple integral was evaluated using an 

e~ght pbint Gauss Legehdre scheme and then averaged over 

lethargy according t6 Simpson's rule. 

The boundary condition~or the adjoint fltix at the 

Gatiss Legendre quadrature angles Pm is thus 

37 

F+(R' . ) 
g 'core'Pm 

(11.26) 

R,=o 
th 

where.the sub~cript g imp~ies an average over the g 

group' and R is the core radius. 
core 

By means of a combination of this boundary condition 

at low energie~ and an absorption cross section adjoint 

source (11.19) at high energies the adjoint flux.at the 

surface of theLS can be deter~ined by th~ code ANISN. 

D. Description of Input Data .andTestCalculations 

The group scheme for the calculation ofOLS(E) was 

chosen to be a 74-group structure. It was formed by 

. Ad67 
collaps~n.the GAM 99-group stiucture (Table 2) for 

which cross sectiori libraries exist. The number of groups 

". -, , 



TABLE 2 

99-GROUP GAM STRUCTURE 
r,ROUP BOUNDARIES 

£NF:RGV-EV, Lf.TH.\RGY DELTA-[ DELTA-U 
''-

' [N[RGV'-[V, L£TtiARGY ,,'DEL. TA-E DELTA-U 
1 1.491825£+(11 -.4iro ' 1.419659£006 .100" 52 ,~.)31947£004 , '5.000 ' 1.490429Eo04 .250' ; .... 
~ 1-.3491\59£007 -.300 ' 1. 2A4560Eo'06 .100, 53 5.2415,18E;004, 5.250: 'i~160747Eo04 '.250 

' , 

~. 1.22.1403£0'07 -.200" 1.16231 8£0:06 .100 :, 54 :4~,08671l£004 5.500, '9.039906£003 ,.250, 
. , 

• 1.105111£007 '~"100 1.0'51709£006 ,.100, 55 3~J82781[00~, ,'; ,'.750 7,; 040286£003 ' ~250 
5' 1. oootlo'oE. 01 ,.noo 9.St6258£,005 .100' ..... 56 2.478752£-04 , 6 •. 000 5.482981)£003" ' ~~S() 
(, 9.0411374£'06, .100 ' 1\~'61 0666£ 005 .100.' , 57 i.93il454£o04' ,6~250 4;270149£0'03 "250 
7 8.1R1308E·06 .'~oo ' '7.791253E'o05 .100 58 1.~03439Eo04, " ,&.500 3.-325596toi!3 .250 
8 ,7,.4011182E.06 • 300 1.049817£005 .100' 59 1.170880£004 6.750 ' ' 2~589977[003 ,.250 . 
'9 6.703200£'06 ••. no ".378939Eo05 ' .100 60 ' 9~ 118820£.'003 , 7~000 2.01707'6£+03 .250 " . ~ , 

10 6.06530,1£006 '.son '5.771902£+05 '.100, , 61 ' '7~101744E·03, 7.250 1.570900to03 0'250 
11 ~ •• 811116Eo06 ' .600 5.222633E·OS .100 ' 62' ,5.530844£ -03 7~500 1.223418£'03 ,.250 ' 
12 'h96~853Eo06 .100 4.72563'4£005' ,.ton . 63 4.3n7425E+03, ' ,7.750 9.52'7991£+;02 .250 
13 ; •• 493290E.06 ,.BOO 4.275930£+,,5 ' .100', ,.64, 3.354626Eo03 8.000 7.420407[+02 .250 , .. 
14 4.065691£006 .900 3.869022E o05 ~ 100 ' '; 65 2.612586E o03 8~:250 5.779019[-02 .250 
IS 3.678194E·06 '1.000' 3.S008'36E·05 ,.:100 66 2'~034684E003 8~500 4.500704E.02 ~250, 
11) , 3.3i.'II,111E'06 hino 3.1"1687£+05 ' .'100 ' 67 1.584613£-03 8.750 3.505152E+02 .250' 

'11 3.011942E·06 ' 1.200 2.866242£+n5 .100 68 1.234098£+03, 9~000 ,2.729815Eo02 .25'(i' 
1'4 2.12~3IAE·06 1.300 2.593483E'1)5 .lOO' 69 9.61 U65E+02, 9.250 2.125982Eo02 .250, 
;9 2.465970(·06 1.400 2.346680£+!)5 .100 70 7.4851.83£+02'- ,9-.500 '1.655717E·02 '~25,O 
20 2.23131)2E,.1\6 1.500 2.123364E+05 ,.100' 11 5.82946f?E+02 ~.750 1.289473[002 .250,', 
?1 2.01119~5£+1\6 i.6no ,l.921299Eo'05 .li,-o, ' ' 12 4.539993£002 '10.000 1. 004243E,'02 ~250; 
22 ' 1.,1:I2('>a3'SE~'n6 \ .'700 1. 738464E' 05 .100 73 3.535750E'·02'" '. 1:0.-250 7.821052E·01 .250 
21 1.~52989E'06 l'~800 1. S73027E+05, .1011 14 :2.753645£·02 10.500 6.0,91041 E+O 1 .250 
24 1.49<;686£·06 i.900 1.423334E.ris , .. 10/.1"., 75 2~14454lE.02 " 10.750 ' 4.,7~U708E.oi "~250 
25 -1.353353E o06 2.0150 1.2a78's5E·05 ',.100' 76 ,1.671)170[+02 H.O,OO 3.694403['01 ~250 
26 1.224564E·06 ,2.10'0 1. 16532'7E 0 1)5 .loo , . 77 1'.300730E·02 11:.250 2.d1720ttUOI .250' 
27 1.10q032Eoo" , ,~.2i11) \.0'54431EoI\5 .100 78 ,1.013609e, 002 , 11.500 2.240769EoOI .250' 
2M 1.007.588£.06 2 •. 31)0, 9.,540890£004 .10(1 ,79 ' , 7 .1I89325[ 00 I, ·U.750 f.745112E·01 ,.250 

, 29 ' 9.071795£'05 2 .. 400 ' "I. 632955E':·)4 ,~ 1(10 ,80 ' 6,.r4421~E·0I' ',:12.000, l.35909~E.Ol .250', 
30 8. 20 ~SOOE ':05 '205(10 7.'A11420'£o'';4 • iOll" 81 '4.785117['01 12.250 1~058464EoOI .~So 
,31 7.427358Eo.oS 2.600 ' 7.0l,80b5E'i)4 • .-00,: 82 ,~.726653E·01 ' Il~Soo ',8.2'43328E.oo '.250' 

, )2' ".721\5'51E',05 ' ,2.71)0 6.395450E01)4 .I,Oil 83 2.902320E'01< "',12.750 '6.~199InEooo .250 
33 6.081-1106E o05 2.8"0 'i.7'1,,8,43E • .,4, .1011 84 2.26n329E'oL, ",13.0'00 4 .9998 31 E. 00 ,~2S0", 
34 5.50;o3?2E+05 2.900 5.236152E"',4 .ioo 85 1.76n346£+1)1 ,J3.250 3.893872E.oO, i250' 
35 4.·H'I70'7E~,05 3.000 4. 737866t'~4 .foo 86 1.37n959t.·o.l, ,IJ.500 3.032551E+:OO .'i50' 
36 4.50492I)E·05 J.100 4".286998E+n4 ."100, ' 87 1.06n04E·01. ,: 13~150 2.,36175j[+00 .25'0 
37 4.071,22'oE·ns, 3.200 3.tl7903'fE+04 .100 88 ,8.315287E·00 ,1.~OOO 1.839335£00.0 .256, ' 
3~ 3.6AR3l'7E'o05 '3.3no 3.5';9897e: 0 04 .10n 89 . 6.47595'2£000,: ,H.250, 1.432476[ono· .25i) 
39 3.337327E+oS 3.4110 3.17588',E o04' .100 90 5 .. 043477E·00 ' 14.50i) 1~1l56IJE'00' i2S0 
40 3.01n18E.oS 3.500 2.A73661Eo'l4 .lon 91' 3.927864E.oO " 1'4.750 ,8.,6884 03E-Ol .250 
41 l.73;>372E.n5 3.6no 2.600196E·1)4 .100 92 

.. 

3.05~023E·OO ':'15.000 ' 6 .,76653SE-o 1 '.250 
42 2.47'353£'1)5 '3.7no 2.3C;2755Eo04 .l.on. 93 2.382370E ooo 15.,250 5.269783[-01 '.250 
43 2.237077£'05 3.811n 2.128860£004 .10n 94 1.855391£'00 "15.500 ' ,4.104111E-Ol .250 
44 2.024,191E o05 '3~~00 1.926273E+04 .100 95 1. 444980E'00" ,15.;750 3.196285£-01 .2,50, 
4,'5 1.831564E·05 4.0no' 1.7429,,3E·n4 • 100' 96 1.125352Eo OO' . , 16~00O ,2.489269E-01 .'250" 
46 1.657i'68E+05 4.100 1.S77099e:o/l4 .100 97 8.764248E-Ol 16,t25n 1~938645E-01 ... 250 
47 1.49~558E·05 4.200 ·1.427018E o04 .100 '98 6.825603.E-Ol 16.500 I~S09818E-Ol .250 
4~ 1.356AS6E+oS 4.300 1.2~1219EoIl4 .10'0 99 S.315785E~01 :,16.750 ' 1.175848E-Ol , .250 
,49 1.2271)4£·05 ' 4.400 1.16830Eo04 .100, ,100 4. 139938E -01, . ,1.7:~ 000 ,4.129938E-Ol '6.n26 
c;n , i .1..11'1900£.05 ,,4.500 2.457301Eon<. ' ' .250 101 i.00000ciE~03 23.-026 

W '51- 8.6S1"9SE o n4 4.7'50 1.9t3748E./l4 .25/1 
ex> 

., 

" 
,,, 



was reduc~d in the interest of shortening computation 

time. Group 2 through 49 of width .1 lethargy units 

(1.u.) of the GAM-II stru~ture were combined to form 

24 groups of width .2 l.u~; the remaining 50 groups were 

left unchanged. The resulting scheme is given in Table 3. 

A cross section a' for the ne.w group iwas given by xi 

a". = 
X1 

a'. = 
X1 

° + a . x , 2 i . x , 2 i+ 1 
2 . 

°x,i+25 

i=l, •.• ,24 

i=25, ... ,74 

39 

where ~stands for either total or absorption. The expan~ion 

coeffi~ients for the scattering kernel Bf+i' was given by 

B2i+ 2i + 82i+2i+1 + B2i+1+2i+1 
1. 1 .1 

2 

Bj+25+2i + Bj+2~+2i+1 
1 . 1 

2 

= Bj+25+i+25 
1 

Remember that in a downscatter problem 

j<i 

i=j 
i=l, ••. ,24 

i=l, •.. ,24 
j=25, •.• ,74 

1=1, •.• ,24 
j=25, ••• ,74 

i=25, ••• ,74 
j =25, ••. ,74 



TABLE 3 

74-GROUP srHEME USED FOR PRESENT CALCULATION 

GROUP. BOUNDARIES 

ENERGV-.EV LETHA~GV DELTA-~ D~LTA-U lNERGV-EV LETHARGV 
1 ·1.349859E+07 -.300 2.446879E+06 .200 39 3.354626E+03 8.000 
2 1.105171£+07 -.100 2.003335E+06 .200 40 2.612586E+03 8.250 
3 9.04R374F+06 .100 1.640192£+06 .200 41 2'0)4684E+03 8.500 
4 7.40AI82f:+06' .300 1.342876E+06 .200 42 1.584613E+03 8.750 
5 6.065307£+06 .500 1.099454E+06 .200 43 1.234098£+03 9.0(10 
6 4.965853[+06 .700 9.001564E+05 .200 44 9.611165E+02 9.250 
7 4.065697E+06 .900 7.369858E+05 .200 45 7.485183E·02 9.500 
R 3.328711"+06 1.100 6.033929E+05 .200 46 5.829466E+02 9.750 
9 2.725318[+06 1.300 4.940163E+05 .200 47 4.539993E+02 10.0.00 

10 2.231302£+06 1.500 4.044664E+05 .200. 48 3.535750E+02 10.250 
11 1.82.6835E+06 1.700 3.311490e+05 .200 49 2.753645£+02 .. 11).500 
12 1.495686£+06 1.900 2.711219E+05 .200 ' 50 2.144541E+OZ 10.750. 
13 1.224564£+'06 2.100 2.219758E+05 .20.0 51 10670170£+02 11.ono 
14 1.002'588E+06 2.300 1.8i7385E+05 .200 52 1.300730£+.OZ 11.250 
15 8.208500£+05 2.5(10 1.487949E+05 .200 53 1.013.009E+02 1l.5M 
16 6.72050;IE+05 2.700 1.219229E+05 .200 54 7.889325£+01 11 • 7~0 
17 5.502322£+05 2.900 9.974018E+04 .200 55 ~.144.212E+o 1 12.000 
lR 4.504920E+05 3.100 9.166035£+04 .200 56 4.785117E+ol 12.250 
19 3.6M317£+05 3.300 6.t:i85784£+04 .200 57 3.726653EoOI 12.500 
20 3.019738E+05 3.500 5.473857E+04 .200 58 2.902320E·ol 12'.750 
21 2.47Z353£+05 3.700 4.481615E+04 '.200 59 2.261)329f+ol 13.000 
Z2 2.024191E·05 3.900 3.669236E+04 .200 60 1.760346£·01 13.250 
23 1.657268E+05 4.100 3.004116£·,,4 .200 61 1.370959E+ol . 13.500 
24 1.35681:;6£·05 4.300 2.459562E·04 .200 fl2 1.067704£+01 13.7130 
25 1.110900£+05 4.500 2.4573(!1£+04 .250 fl3 8.315297E+oO 14 .•. 000 
26 8.6516951"·04 4.750 1.913748£+04 .250 "4 6.475952E+oO \4.250 
27 6.737947[+04 5.000 1.490429E+04 .250 65 5.043477£+00 14.500 
28 5.2470;18f.04 0;.250 1.160747£+04 .250 6lI 3.9278~4f+00 14.750 
29 4.086771f·04 5.500 9.·039906E+03 .250.' fl7 3.059023E+/IO 15.000 
30 3.1827Rlf+04 5.750 7.0402R6E+03 .250 611 2.382.370£+00 10;.250 
31 2.478752£.04 6.000 5.4829ROE+03 .250 #09 1.855391£+00 15.500 
32 1.93040;4[·04 . 6.250 4.270149E+03 .250 70 1.44491!10[+00 . 10;.750 
33 1.503439E+04 6.500 3.325596[+03 .250 71 1.125352E+oO If .. OOO 
34 1.170880£+04' 6.750 2.589917£-113 .250 72 1!I.764248E-Ol 1".250 
35 9.11RI!I201':.03 7.000 2.017076E+03 .250 73 6.R25603E-0.1 16.500 
36 7.101744'::+03 7.250 1.570900E+03 .250 74 0; •. 315785£-01 1#0.7'50 
37 5.5301'144[+03 7.500 1.2Z3418E·03 .250 75 4. J.3993Rf-0 1 17.01)0 
31'1 4.3074251"+03 7.750 9.527991£+02 .250 76 1.000000£-03 t!3.026 

DELTA-E 
7.420407E+02 
5.779019£+0<' 
4.500704F.+02 
3.505152£+02 
2.7298151::+02 
2.12598"2£.,,2 
1.65571·7E+02 
1.289473£"'2 
1.004243E+02 
1.821052£+01 
6.091041£+01 
4.743708[+01 
3.69440-J£+01 
2 .• 877204E+Ol 
2.240769£-01 
1.745112£+nl 
1.359095(+01 
1.058464£+01 
8.243328f+OO 
6.419910f+00 
4.999831E·OO 
3.893872E+oO 
3 •. 032551E·OO 
Z.3"1753£+00 
I.A39335f·oO 
1.432476E+oo 
1.115613E+OO 
8.6811403£-01 
".766535£"01 
5.2697R3F:-nl 
4.104111E"01 
3.196285f-Ol 
2.489269F-ol 
1.931'16451':-01 
1.509818£""1 
'1.175848£-nl 
4.129931'1£-01 

DELTA-U 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.2.50 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250. 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.2'50 
.250 
~250 
.250 
.250, 
.250 
.25i) 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.<'50 
.250 
.2'1,(1 
.250 
.250 
.25'0 
.250 
.250 
.211;0 

6.026 

.p
O 



Cross sections for hydrogen and carbon for the poly-

ethylene were from the DLC-2 set. f Boron and cadmium 

cross-sections were from the Ufast" library for the code 

GGC-4i tt These fine gro~p sets were generated from energy 

dependent data by methods similar t.O those summarized in 

AppendixC. The specific gravity of the polyethylene (CH 2 ) 

was given by the manufacttirer as .93, leading to an atom 

density of· .04 ato~s/cm3. The density of boron ca~bide 

(B
4

C, the form of boron selected for design) was chosen 

equal to that which cbuld be attained by packing B
4

C 
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powder (approximaiely 1/2 theoretical density) into a spherical 

shell surrotinding the polyethylene (see Figure 5). 

In what follows, a four character code (X,x,y,z) 

is followed for the structtireof a given spectrometer. X 

is the core material, x is the core diameter in mm, y 

is the polyethyl~ne diameter in inches, and z is the B4C 

powder thickness (flr) in inches (density assumed to be 

1.40 grams/cm3 ). In all cases the cadmium thickness was 

40 mil. 

As c~nbeseen in equa~ions IIi2$-26, the total cross 

secti6n rT(E), the scattering cross section rs(E), and 

an activation cross section E (E) are required for the . c 

deter*ination of the ~djoint flux boundary coridition at the 

polyethylene-core int~rface. The materials chosen for the 

core were natural indium, gold~ and manganese. The most 

t· ... 
Obtained from the Radiation Shielding Information Cent~r 

at Oak Ridge National Labora~ory. 

tt· .. . 
From the Argonne Code Center. 
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extensi~e calculations were performed for indium since 

the~ were partially tested experimentally (~ee Chapter III). 

" " 113 
Nitural indium consists of two isotopes In and 

115 1 n, with abundanc~s 4% and 96% respectively. Res6nance 

" ", , ,G066 
parameters, from which'th~ total and scattering cross 

secti6ns fo~ natural iridium and the absorption cro~s section 

, ,115 ' 
for In c~n be calculated (App~ndix e), have been deter-

miried f~~ neutron .nergies up to 100 eV. 115 ,When jn absorbs 

a neuiron and the hijhly excited l16 In compound nucleus 

is formed, three Eossible final states of l16 In result 

fro~ the y-decay that foliows.Dr58~D060,P065' One is a 

'" ,'116 . 
c6nveniently counted 54 min isomeric state ,In(ml), 

and the other two are'the 14 sec ground state and a 2 

The probability of ~eing 

in the 54 min state de,ends upon the incident rieutron 

energy~nd theJ-valu~ of the compound nucieus. This 

probability has been determined foT thermal energies 

and the first three resonances (1.46,3.86, arid 9.12 eV). 
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Over this range it is a constant Po except in the neighborhood 

of the 3.86 eV resonan~e where a minimum PII is attained. 

The average value of this pr6bahility was found,to be 

close to p', 
, 0 

, " Be63 A165 from resonance ~ntegral measurements. ' 

Her~ it is somewhat arbitrarily ass timed that 

1: (E) c· ' :;:: 1: 116 ,(E) 
In(ml) 

, 116, ( 'I Po - PI,! 
~ 1: n (E) P - ,--.,..-~---'-"~-=--

a . "0' 4( 3 86)2 ,1 ' E.... , 
r2 

(11.27) 



up to 10 keV, where r is the total width of the 3.86 

resonance, and Po aqd PrI are .789 and .661 respectively. 

Using Lr.26~27 and the resonance parameters, the group 

+ average boundary cond~tion F (R ,~) was calculated 
~ g core 

for a 4 mm di~meter natur~l indium iph~re foi the energy 

groups between the c~dmium cut-off and 61 ~V. Above this 

energy accurate pointwise data were not av.ilable, and ~roup 

average cross sections were used both as an adjoint source, 

as in rI.19, or directly in II. 26, to calculate the adjoint 

boundary condition. These two techniques gave the same 

r~sults for 0LS(E) (to within.73%) and were therefore 

~ssumed'to be equivalent. Considerable computation time 

was saved by using the adjoint boundary condition, so it 

was selected for most of the calculations. 

Froo 6l eV t~ 10 keV the average cross sections needed 

were obtained from the "fast" library for the Code GGC-4, 

which were gener~ted from average resonance parameters in 

a manne~similar to that m~ntioned in Appendix C. Above 

10 keV the cross section for the formation of l16 In (ml) 

d h" d d h b " " d G066 an ot er~ neee "ave een measure. . Fortunately. no 

such complications arise for gold and manganese: the 

(n,y) process erids in the ground state of the compound 

nucleus~ and the trosssections needed are available in 

" """ " t 
evaluated form. The methods used and the input data 

sources for the calcuLat~on of F;(Rcore'~) are summar~zed 

t """ """ 
From the ENDF/B (Evaluated Nuclear Data File) CSEWG. 
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in Table 4. 

Results for a (the .. ·· core counterpart to aLS ; core 

see It.4 and II.5) forin4lum are. given in Figures 8 and 

9. In~l~~ed in Figur*8c~~ • plot of a(E} for comparison. .. core 

It c.n .beseeh thatth*piincipal (1.45eV) resonance is 

very well approximat~d by the g~oup average value. This 

is i~portant since this resonance accounts for 70% of the 

ar*a under thecuT~e and hence is the. majo~ contributi~n 
-

t6 ~he.bso~ption prqbahility. 
+ . 

Figure 10 givesF (~) . g 

for s~veral groupsA 
... + 

Here F(U) is expanded in Legendre ... g 

Polynomials upto'order 7. The four angles for the ANISN 

boundaiy condition fot an S8(.ighdLord~r Gauss-Legendre-
. . . 

Quadratur~) approximation are i~dicated. It should be 

noted that the black cor~ ~alue is not 1.0 but .789 since 

only this fraction of the neutrons captured lead to the 

54 min iso~e~ of 11~In. 

Tests of the code ANISN ~ere made to determine mesh 

spacing, order of angular quadratQre and order of the 

scatteting kernel that would give good results. Sever.l 

problems for which analytic s6lutions e~ist were run 

(see Appendix B),.nd thes~showed that a mesh spacing 

~f 1/10 the shortest ~ean free path always gave ~ccurate 

res~lts for th~ spatial dependence. Calculatidns were 

performed forvariou$ quadtature arid· scattering-kerna:i. 

ordars to 4etermine if the P-7 kernel avaiLable would be 

adequate. The smallest poljethylene sphere c~nte~plated . . .' . ~ . . 



TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF METHODS USED FOR ADJOINT SOURCE USED INANISN 

Activation Process 

116 In(n,y) In(ml) 

54m 

197A ( )198A u n,y u 

2.7 d 

55 . 56 Mn(n,y) Mn 

2.56 h 

Resonance Regidn 

F; = fF+(~)dE 
g 

.4-61 eV cross sactions 

66 from Go and Eq.II.27 

.4~960 eV recent eval-

uation from ENDF/B 

file 

Average Cro~s Sections Used 

Either F+ from E(E~. 11.26) or gg 
+ S =E(Eq. 11.19) 
g cg 

61 eV -10 keY "fast" data for 

GGC-4 andEq. 11.27 

10 keY - l3~5MeV average cro~s 

sections calculated from data in 

66 . 
Go combined with "fast" data 

for GGC-4 

960 eV - 13.5 MeV average cross 

sections fromDLC-2 set (which was 

generated fro~ ENDF/B data) used 

+ to calculate F (Eq. 11.26) 
g 

.4 eV - 13.5 MeV ~Bme as for gold 
.p.. 
VI 
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OCore (E) 

g 
0'" core 

Cqdmium cut-off energy 

j65~ ____ -L~~~ ________ ~ ____ --~~ 

.. 10-1 .10°101 10 2 

Neutron energ y (eV) 

XBL 7012~ 4209 

FIGURE 8. Effective Cros~ Section of 4 mm Indium Core, 

from .1 to 100 eV. The superscript g denotes 

group aver~ge. 
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. -N 
E u .-

104 

-5 
10 IOL..:2~· -----�L,o..,...,.....--Io~4;r---IOL-r5~.~-IO~6~. -~I07 

Neutron energy (eV) 
XBL7012-4210 

FIGURE 9. Effective Cross Section of a 4mm D~ameter 

. . 2 7 
Indium Core, from 10 . to ~o eV. 
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Black core va J u e 

cos 
o. 0 '----L----'~-'--.L~.....L.----'--"""'----'--.a..----'a 0 

-1.0 -0.5 . 
fL 

XBL 70 12-4248 

FIGURE 10. + 
F (R ,~) for In Core for g=62,66,10,74 gcore 

(groups n~mber~d as in. Table 3) 



(In 4~2,O) was chos~n for consideration since it was 

thought to be the most sensitive. 

Results are given in Fig~re 11. As the order is 

increased,· the peak response value inc rease sand shif t s 

to lower eriergy. The change between P-7 and P-3 is less 

than the change between P-3 and P-l, indicating ihat 

higher order terms will have a small effect. For the P-7 

kernel the difference between S8 and S12 quadrature is 

small compared to th~ errors due to inacturacies in the 

indium cross section. The variation for two larger spheres 

(In 4,4~O abel In 4,3,1) are given in Figures 12 and 13, 

which indeed show less change with increasing order. 

S8 P7 ~as ch6sen for the calculations. 

An estimate of the error.~nvolved in neglecting the 

absorption probability for ne~trons leaving the core was 

made by putti'ngaunitoutgoing source at the core radius 

49 

at several different energ~es and allowing the code to 

calculate the flux returning to the core at all lower 

energies. By multiplying this fltix by the first flight 

capture probability, an est~mate of the number of absorptions 

was made. For the energies tested, the probability of 

capture fore-xi t:in g:':;. neutrons was less than 1.1% of that 

for incident neutrons. This is to be expected .since the 

hydrogen of the polYethylene is a forward scatterer; and 

neutrons either leak from the spectro~eter or, if they do 

return, are slowed down below the cadmium cut-off. 
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E. Re$u1ts 

Calculations weie performed for b~re polyethylene 

for diameters varying from 2 inches to 10 inches; th~ 

results are given in Figures 14 and 15. It can be seen 

that response f6r the smallei sphetes is extremely broad, 

~ev$ral decades at half maximum. As the diameter is in-

creased, the response first flattens, with the second 

derivative with respecito lethargy on the low energy side 

of the peakbedoming less negative tintil at 4'~ the second 

der~vative is almos~ zero. Further increase in diameter 

improve~ the resolution, and the second derivative becomes 

positive. The unevenriess of aLS(E) caused by the resonance 

structure of the core material for the 21
• sphere betomes 

sm06thed as pol~ethy1ene is added until it once again 

exhibits structure at 2 MeV due to reso~ances in the carbon 

cross section. It can ~lso be seen th~t responses 6f 

high resolution are impossible to attain in the keV region. 

In Figures 16-19 the results of calculations for 

various thicknesses of boron carbide powder are given. 

As with the modified Bonrter spheres (F~gur~ 4) the peak 

response is lowered in value and shifted. to higher energy. 

The bare sphere respon~e does not however form an envelope 

for the spher~s with boron added as in Metha's curves. 

This is because the ca1tulations here did not neglect the 

small hut. finite moderating ability of boron carbide 

(i.e., boron is noi a pure absorber at high enetgy). The 
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minimum (most evident iri F{gur~ 19) that occurs at about 
. :. .' 

500 k~V for thicker boron shells {s caused bya resonance 

in the boron cross section which'scatters neutrons away . . . 

from the sphere, decreasing the probability of penetrating 

to '. the core. The peak positi~n tor a given CH 2 diameter 

is not a simple f~nct~6n of the boron thickness, because 

of the complicated combination of scattering and absorption 

in the "boron .. Small change~ i~ the thickness cause large 

chang~s irt pe4k shapej making it difficult to place the 

maximum tesponse where desired (see Figure 17). 

Figure 2n shows Fg(RL~'~) for In 4,2,0. Of interest 

is the peiking at ~=~l a~d the les~eriing of this peak 

as energy increases. The results for a 4. mm indium core 
. ' , . 

a~e stimmariz~d in Figure2l, ~here ~esponse maximum value, 
. . . 

energy position, and resolution (full width at half maximum) 

ar~ represenied~Fro. th~s figure~ ~ .set of spectrometers 

can be chosen according to the needs of the situation. 

One may, for instance, for a given peak position want to 

trade resolution for peak value or vice versa. This figure 

i~ intended to be used directly or t.O s~ive 4s a basis for 

. interpolation for construction~f spher~s. Forconstruct~ons 

using a form of boron other than B4C powder, the thicknesses 
. 2 . 

are given in gB/cm in the figure captions. 

Responses ~ere also calculated for a 4 mm gold absorber, 

~nd the results.re gi~en 'in Figuresi2 and 23. The shapes 

are similar to those of indium~ as expetted, since the 
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majpr contribution to the capture is the 4.91 eV resonante, 

which is only 3.4 eV from the principal indium resonarice. 

The responses are about 20% higher for all en~rgies 

because~ as mentioned above, all captures le~d to activation 

compared to 78.9t for indium. Indium has the advantage 

of reaching saturation ~ore quickly (half-life of 54 min 

compared to 2.7 d for gold); hence, for a given flux, 

better. counting statistics can b~ obtained in a sho~t 

time~· Gold is superior in that it need not be counted 

im~ediatelyafter irradiation. It~ cross sections have 

also been evaluated in more detail and are therefore more 

reliable. 

0LS(E) was also determined for twd spheres with a 

4 mm"core of manganes~, which has its first resonance 

at 337 eV (results in Fig. 24). The respon~e for the larger 

sphere (Mn 4,4,0) was similar to that of the indium core 

and shifted only slightly to higher energy for the 2.5 inch 

diameter sphere. 55 Because the resonances of Mn are 

largely scattering (the resonance int~gral as defined in 

Eq. 1.1 is only 15 barns, of which 5.7 barns is l/v), 

and the llv variation from 337 eV down to the cadmium 

cut-off, a large portion of the absorption takes place 

at low energy (below the 337 eV resonanc.); hence, the 

small Bhiit~ in response compared to In. In view of the 

above and the fact th$t the responses for a manganese core 

are almost an order of magnitude lower, it would be better 
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to choose a polyethylene-boron configuration with a gold 

or indium core and the same shape. 
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III. EXPERIMENT 

A. Apparatus and Experimental Results 

~n this section we ~~mmarize the work of S. Binney,Bi70 

who performed ~ri experiment to calibrate an~ check the 

cal~rilition. of four leakage spectro~eters~(In 4,2,0; 

68 

In,4,2,l; In 4,4,0; aI;ld In 4,3,1). Results of the experi~ent 

are~given~ ~and in the section that follows they are compared 

to the theoreti~al results of Chapter II. 
", '. 

Th~ ~alibration of th~ Leakage Spectrometers (LS's) 

was~arriedout with neutions from the 9 Be (y,n) reaction, 

whose threshold is 1.665 MeV. With the proper choice of 

acti~atedisotopes - to~roducethe gammas - neutrons with 

keV ~nergies were produced. The is6to~es that were activated 

for gamma emission are listed in Table 5, showing the 

neut~ori'energies obtaine~. Salts of the material to be 
, ' 

activated were dissolved in water,and pumped through a 

container next to the cor~'of the UC TRIGA Mark III research 

reactor. The container was part of a continuous flow loop. 

At the other end of the lo~p, the activated solution flowed 

between concentr±c spherical copper shells (see Figure 25). 

18 and 20 inches in diameter resp~ctively. The liquid 

between the shells constituted the gamma ray source, pro-

ducinS neutrons through the irradiation of a beryllium 

shell inside the inner copper shell. Th& beryllium target 

"sphere",waa constructed by epoxying many small flat bery

llium sheets (1/16" thick) to the inside of the copper 



TABLE 5 

NEUTRON SOURCE DATA 

Isotope Compound i Gamma cr 
for Solution Energy 

Al-28 A1 2 ( S04)3 .1. 78MeV 

Mn""-56 Mn( S04) 1 1.811MeV 

2 2.110MeV 

In-116 In 2 ( S04)3 1 1.753MeV 

2 2.110MeV 

Sb'-124* 1 .. 692MeV 

* A sblid source was used in this ca~e. 

mb Gamma yn
L Fracd.on 

Fi 

0.88 1. 00 

0.74 .291 

0.41 .15 

1. 03 .015 

0.41 .195 

1. 262 .46 

Neutron 
Energy 

ESi 

102keV 

130keV 

395keV 

78keV 

396keV 

24keV 

I 

I 

i 
I 

0\ 
1.0 
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sph ere. Th~ neutron flux near the center of the assembly, 

where the spectrometers were placed, was nearly isotropic 

and strongly peaked at the energy determined by the 

particular gamma ray initiating the (y,n) reaction. The 

remainder of the loop consisted of a pump to keep the liquid 

~irculating, an expansion tank to permit monitoring of 

the liquid and allow for any thermal expansion, and a 

tank to allow ~rainage4 The relative neutron source strength 

for different solutions was monitored by ,a manganese 

(MnS0 4 ) b.th thr~ugh which a section of the loop consisting 

of a pipe ~urrounde~ bya beryllium cylinder was passed. 

Neutrons from the irradiated cylinder were captured by the 

manganese and the activity was measured. For an absolute 

measurement of the source strength,a 1/2 in. diameter 

hollow cadmium sphere packed with iod~ne was activated 

and counted. A diagram of the entire flow system showing 

the var~ous components is shown in Figure 26. S urro undi ng 

the spill retention tank was conbrete personnel shielding, 

since the activity contained in the loop approached 500 Ci 

at tim,es. 

In addition to the flow loop sources a solid 10 Ci 

Sb~Be s~tirce producing 24 keY neutrons was used. The 

values of the saturate~ activity A of the indiQm cores 
sat 

of the four LS's and the cadmium covered iodine for the 

four sources are given in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 

SATURATED ACTIVITY 

Source Detector A t,dps !1A ,% 
.sa sat 

Mn I-Cd 273 5.4 

tn 4,2,0 83.2 6.9 

In 4,4,0 57.9 7.3 

In 4,2,1 31.6 7.3 

In 4,3,1 40.9 8.7 

In I-Cd 67.9 5.1 

In 4,2,0 24.2 5.1 

In 4,4,0 15.0 6.6 

In 4,2,1 10.5 5.9 

In 4,3,1 15.1 5.4 

Al I-Cd 69.9 4.6 

In 4,2,0 21.9 4.6 

In 4,4,0 12.7 4.7 

In 4,3,1 8.7 5.2 

In 4,3,1 10.1 4.9 

Sb I-Cd 11.1 5.5 

In 4,2,0 6.3 5.8 

In 4,4,0 4. 7 5.9 

In 4,2,1 3.6 8.0 

In 4,3,1 4.0 6.1 



B. Anaiysis of Experiment and Comparison of Results 

The neutron source (Figui'e 25) was designed so that 

the ingoing neutron flux at the surface tif the specirometer 

was'nearly isotropic (a smaller Be shell would still have 

given rotatiorial symmetry but as mentioned in Section II.A 

translationai invariance is required when the sc~lar flux 

is to be measured). The incident spectra for the four 

neutron source ener_ies were calculated by ANISN, taking 

advantage of the spherical symm~try. In all cases the 

source was taken as isotropic within the Be shell and 

norma11z,d to 1 neutron/sec spread over the group which 

contained the source energy ES' The 99 group scheme in 

Table 2 with input data from the DLC-9 set and the "fast" 

library fbr eheGGC-4 code t wa~ used. The shielding 

was approximated by a thick c6ncrete shell concentric 

to the copper sphere. 

Fo~ the present geometry Eq. 11.1 becomes 

ES 0 

A ~ 4WR~S I dE I dPPF+(E,P)F(RLS,E,P) 

.4eV -1 

In particular, since the incid.nt flux is isotropic, 

-l<lJ<O 

and 

t See footnote on page 41. 
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·I
ES 

2 A =.. dE <j> (RL S ' E) 2 71'RL S 

.4eV 

or 

.r
ES

. A 

dE<j> (E)O"LS (E) (111.1) 

) 

.4eV 

A 

where<j> is the scalar flux due to one neutron originating 

in th~ bery1~iQmat energy ES ' and No is the total number 

of neutrons produced by the (y,n) reaction. This equation 

is correct for the aluminum-beryllium source. The indium 

a.nd manganese solutions each produce neutrons with con-

tribution~ at two different energies and the integral has 

to be weighted with t::he fraction of neutrons produced at 

each energy. This fraction is determined by the product 

of the fractional 'occurrence f of the gamma ray causing 

the photoneutron reaction and the cross section 0" for ny 

the reaction (see Table 5). Thus the saturated activity 

is giveoby 

A N o 

2 

L 
i=l 

" Results for <j>.(E) forE s =130 keV are given in 
1. i 

Figure. 27< for two quadrature orders and concrete radii. 

(111.2) 

In this case a PN calculation denotes ~n N+l orde~ Gauss 
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th 
L~g~ndre Quadrature with an Norder expansion of the 

s~attering kernel. The concret~ shell (2 ft. thick) 

located ata radius R of 3 ft. is the lo~et bound on the 
c 

distance between the copper shell and the concrete. 

Infinite R ~orresponds to rio concrete being present .. 
c 

The variation for the two geometries is extremely small 

as can be see~ inthefig~res. The peak value (15.7) 

is id~ntic~l, add. the. area und~r the ~urve for the case 

of ho ~oncrete is pnly 1% lower than that for a concrete 

radius of3 ft. 

Using P7 c~lctilations and R
c

=3 ft., the flux spectra 

were calculated :for the fout diffei~rtt source energies 

(se~ Figures 28 to 31). For the three y-emitting solutions, 

A/N for each of the four spectrometers tested was deter
o 

mined using 111.1 or 111.2. Valu~sof A/N for the Sb-Be 
'0 

sotirte (considered a point monoenergetic source at 9 inches) 

were obtained by dividing the value of aLS from the curves 

2 
in Chapter II at 24 keY by 4nR As mentioned above, iodine 

was used as a flux monitor. A response 'ar(E) was calculated 

in a mariner similar to a (E). core 
This was used tog~ther 

with 111.1 or 111.2 and the experimental values of Afor 

iodine {Table 6) to determine N for each of the four 
o 

sources. 

FrOm N the theoretic~l values of A were calculated. 
o 

These ar~ given in Table 7 along with the experimental 

values. On the basis of the test calculations previously 

mentioned, the errors in the theoretical value of A/N' 
o 

'·1 
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are estimated to be 10 to 15%, at maximum. This~ Flus the 

inconsistency of certa~n experimental results (e.g., the 

failure to measure the iodine cross section correctly 

at the energy of the Sb-Be source whose strength was 

known) indicate that a more refined cal~bration experiment 

should be performed. 
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IV. SU!iMARYQF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

. . 
A s~tofleak.g~ spect~ometers (LSls) which make 

use of activation techniques has be~n developed. Some 

of ~hese spectrometers have their peak responses in the keY 

range. Their resolutiori, however, generally seems too poor 

to be used for determining rapidly varying spectra. However, 

they could determi~e rough speetra or the p~rameters of trial 

functions describing sp~ctra wheri there is some information 

about the shape. 
. . 

Cert~~n response shapes can be useful for special 

applications. Two example~ ar~: (i) the nearly flat 

respons. of In 4,2.5,~625 between 10 3 and 10 5 eV (see 

Figure 1.7) will be useful for measuring the total number 

of neutrons in that range only; (2) determining the total 

dose, which can be obtained by combining LS ~esponses to 

form the d~se-energyrelationship, which is normally smooth. 

The ~pecial methods developed here"for 6alculating 

0LS(E) havT proved particable and ~ery accurate. In 

particular, the use of the adjoint boundary condition to 

~ccount for the resonance activation o~ the core material 

is expected to be useful in other prdblems within nuclear 

technology. 

Accurate calculations of th~ flux s~ectru~ for the 

photonetiiron source have been presented~ These show that 

it was possible to produce nearlymonoeneq~etic isotropic 

neutrons by the method deseribed. It is felt that more 

rQftn~d experiments would agree better with results derived 

from the theoretical ~esponse curves~ 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP EQUATIONS USED IN ANISN 

The transpo~t equation with sph~ri~al symmetry 

dF (1-'112) dF ( ) 
].l dr (r,u,].l) + rd~ r,u,].l + L:t(u)F(r,u,].l) 

fdU' J dQ·~s(U'+U;Q'.~)F(r.ti •• ~.) +S(r.u.~) (A .1) 

o 47T 

~ill be expanded into spherical harmonics and divided into 

lethargy groups, the form solved by ANISN. 

The scattering kernel L:s(u'+u,~·~), is first approx-

th .. 
imated by an L order Legendre expansion in the cosine 

of the scattering angle (Q'.n) 

(A.2) 

where ~, and n are the initial and final neutron directions 

respectively. 

e' .Q' 
e .. ~ 

I 

0--::··~' '="" .. ------..... -----J ---

, k cp 

-1 e cos].l 
-1 e' COS].l' 
-1 e = cos ].l. 

o 0 

+ 
r points radially outward 
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"'~~>.Q,,dep~ijciEl.onlyon P,l,I' an,d.f -¢.The sphericalha:rmcmic's 

~dd~ti6n;th~oremi~ 

-.•. !" 

.' ,R,. .' . 

= , 47T . 'L" '. ym*(n) ym(n ") 2 R,+ 1" 'R, ,R, .. ',' ' . 
.. r •• " • . . • 

m=..,R, 

~'2. t.; (t-m)! p;m.··(, .... ). pm.( ;)' im(¢'-¢') 
,. ..' . (Jl.tm) !. .J/,ll .. ' ~il-L e..,: .' : . (A.3) 

. wliereyt. ar~~pherica1 h,arlllonic$. (* trtdicat'ing complex 

conj ugation ) and Pt .a~,e the aSsociatedL~ge:ndrefun~tions. 

Substituting A.3'into.A •. 2 and performing the .integration 

',' ".' 

00 , •. ' '1 ....• :. L . .", ...... . . -fd~'l ~]1!L2!~lB!(U'."U); (r, U,]1:) l>i(U)Pi(]1') x 

o -1 t=O .' .. 

. im(~ '~ct» .'. e: .' "." 
. . . '~ 

but 

.. " . . ' 

r:$'f: ~~::l: .±m{$' ~$) ~ 
o . m=-R,' 

2rr m=O 

0' 
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ao A.lbecomes 

dF a]1 (r,u,]J)+i:t(u)F(r,u,]J) 

L 

= ~ ... 2~+1 
L2 d]J , P ~ (]J , ) F ( r , u' ,]J') 

~=O 

+ S(r,u,]J) (A. 4) 

We assume that the flux is constant within the gth 

lethargy group 

F (r,ll,]J) = U <u<u +1 g g . 
g=l, .••• ,G. 

th The flux per solid angle within the g group N is then 
g 

where 

~u - u ; - U g g+l g 

th I ri t e g rat in g A. 4 over the g . g roup, we obtain 

2 
]J .L N ( ) + ~ .L N ·(r ) + <;' N ( ) dr r,]J . r d]J g'P ~tgg r,]J g . 

L 

=\ ... 2.Q.+l . L 2 
.Q.=O 

u u 

f 

g+l G I g'+l . dUL du' B t eu '+u) 

u g' =1 u , 

r d~'P t (~')F g' (r.~') 
-1 

+ S (r,]J) 
g 

g g 

(A. 5) 



whe1:'e 

and 

, ~i+l<' 
Sg<' .)1) .. - f s <1', u 'llrd~ 

Defining 

U' 
'g 

I, yields ,for A.5, 

u g 

, Ug', 

LlU " 
s' 

"", 

'I" . 

Ri=l, "! ;L 

a l'28N, 
ll,'" N (r,).I) + ~..........& (r,).I) +I: N (r).l) ar "g, r ' " d).l t g, g , 

1. " , J,l, =,'~.""", " 2J1.+1 p (ll)'Bg+g,' 
~ Z JI. ~ JI.: 

teO -1 

Ng(r'l..I·~pJl.(l..I')dll" • 

I·.···· ",. 

,,:1 

.~: .' 
. ,:.J" 
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APPENDIX B 

TKSTSOF ANISN 

A. Plirie Isotropic Bdurce in an Infinite Medium of Hydrogen 

with Unit CrossSe~t~on 

(1) P-l Approximation 

With an energy structur~ of dne group of width 

10-6 lethargy uqits (l.u.) fo11owed by 10 groups of width 

.01 l.u., an S2~Pl ANISN calculation was performed for the 

above problem. According to the P-l approximation~ the 

flux at the source l~thargy is 

cp(x,O) 
-13 LX 

13 e t 

MeGOa 

(B.l) 

The P-lfiux for neutrons with lethargy slightly greater 

Am68 than the-source lethargy was given by Amster as 

+ cp(x,O ) 

B.l andB.2 are plotted in Figure 32 along with results 

(B.2) 

from the ANISN calculation for the first two groups. It 

can be seen that except for the larg~ mesh spacing (~1 

mean free path)i ANISN gives excellent r~sults. The 

deviations near x=O are caused by th~ fact that the plane 

source had to be given finite thickness in ANISN. 
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(2) Spatial Moments 

The spatial moment$ for the above ~roblem 

M~(U) = r ~nHx.u)dX 
-00 

are rigorously given by 

MO 1 [o(u) + 1] = r; 0 

M2 1 -~ + 1 -u/2 + + 2 (B.3) -- e - u 0 
l:s 

3 3 3 3 

A P-l solution for the abo.e pr061em gives the exact 

Ma47 second moment. - As a check on the correctness of the 

ANISN method, the second mo~ent for the last (11th) group 

(.09-.i l.u.) was calculated using Simpson~s rule. The 

moment determined in this manner was only .5% different 

from the rigorous value determined by B.3, indicating that 

for this problem, the ANISN lethargy dependence is accurate. 

B. Pure Absorber Spherical Geometry 

The flux due to an isotropic spherical shell source 

emitting 1 neutron/sec in a purely absorbing medium is 

Ca53 given . by 

<p (r) = 
_, _1_ [,El[l:a<a-r}]-
8TIra 2 

I,' 

'I 
Ii 

I 
! 

EIIl:a (a+r)J 

1 (B.4) 
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where a is the radius of ~b. source arid E~ is the th 
n 

order exporiential integ~al function. Figure 33 shows B.4 

and the'results of a S8 ANISN caltulation plotted for 

a = 2 • 4 and L: = 1 • a 

C.EnergyDepend.nt,Heavy Sc~tterer 

The spatially independent collision density Feu) = 
Me60b 

L:S(u)~(u)due to a delta-function source o(u), is given 

by. 

F(u) = 

F(u) = 

au/I-a 
e·'· 

I-ex 

l/l-a. 1.;..0. . au/I-a e . -

O<u<ln(l/a) 

a !) . au/I-a 
(u - In e' 

(1-0.)2 a. 

1 1 In < u < 2ln a a 
(B.5) 

for the first two collision intervals, where 

a = {!~iJ2 . 

A 20 group ANISN solution ahd B.5 ~re plotted in Figure 34 

for A=63.5. 
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APPENDIX C 

CROSS SECTIONS AND ENERGY TRANSFER ARRAY 

A. R.sonarice Cr~8~ Secti~ns 

The r.sonance c~oss sections required for the adjoint 

boundary condition are generated using a single-level 

Breit-Wigner formula. 

Th~ ra~iative capture cross section is 

(J (E) 
a 

. 6 \' 
= 2.60 x 10 ~~~ 

i 

o 
r i r i n y 

r21E 
i 

where the total width has been taken to be 

r i = r ~ i ~ + r yi 

r O is the reduced neutron width (r liE) and r is the n .. n 0 y 

~amma ray width. E is the neutron energy, E. is the 
~ 

energy of the ith resonance, and A is th~ mass of the 

target nucleus. The statistical spin f~ctor is 

= 1. 2J+l 
g 2 21+1 

(C.l) 

where I ~s the target spin and J is the spin of the compound 

nucleus. 

In a similar manner, the resonanGe scattering cross 

section is given by 
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·. 3 
+ 1.61 x 10 

E-E. 
~ (1 + 1/.A)2 I f72 ---'"----------1 

(~;:ir + 1 J 
(c. 2) 

where 0p is the spin independent potential scattering cross 

section; The second term in the summation accounts for 

the interferencebet~eenresori*nce and potential 

tt i Me60c~Ho66 sca er ng. . 

The total cross section is 

B. Average Unresolved Resonance Cross Section 

(C.3) 

The average capture cross section in the unresolved 

reson~nce region for neutr6ni of orbital angular 

momentu~,l,assuming a Porter-Thomas probability distri-

but ion of reduced neutron widths 

P(x) = 

with 

1 . -x/2 
e 
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R Ga61 is given by Garrison and oos . as 

"':'R, 
a (E) a . 

-0 
·4 09 .10 9 .Vn(E)rn~ . 2 = ..•• x ~ D N cJ>(8R,) (2R,+1) (1 + 1/A) 

IE 

"':"R, 
where r is theaver~ge reduced width obtained from· 

no 

97 

resolved resonance data. ~he neutron penetrability £uncti~ns~ 

and 

where 

v = 1 
o 

f~R,ID is the neutron strength functiort and 



The level spac~ng per spin state Dl is obtained from 

obser~edclevel spacing, D ,by 
.. 0 

Dl D 21+1 
= 

() [2 g;J 
J 

The [ 2 extends the statistical spin factors sum gJ over 
J 

for all allowable combinations of the spin J of the 

compound nucleus for a target spin I and ~n orbital angular 

momentum 1 of th~ neutron. The functiori .~(el) is given by 

=f 
o 

xP (x) dx 
1 + x/S 1 

1 : 
0l(E)is a smooth function o~ energy, so the average 

capture cross section for group g is given by 

-J?~(Eg) :"~ (E g+l) .. 
1=0 

(C.4) 

Unresolved resonance scattering ~s ~sually either 

neglected «;S)g) = 0P' (potential sc~ttering) or determined 

in a manner similar to (Oa)gJ neglecting interference 

effects. 

C. Transfer Array 

The energy transfer array or scattering kernel 

expansion coefficients Bf+gl (see Eq.A.6) written in· 

terms of an integial over energy *re given by 
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, ' 

fa+! E J g'+1 g+g' I dE dE' B (E'-+E) B.R, . bou E' .R, 
g 

E E gf g 

Th~ factor liE' cOrrespond~ with th~ change of variables 

to a w~ightingflux that is coristant in lethargy. 
g+g' 

B.R, 

is composed of three terms 

denoting elastic scatterin., inelastic scattering and an 

(n,2n) reaction ~espectively. In each case the transfer 

coefficient B.R,(E'+E) is obtained from a differential 

'cross section 

B&(~:+E) - J1dUoDIE'+E,Uo ) 

-1 

where ~ is the cosine of the scattering angle in the 
o 

lab system. 

For elastic scattering 

cr (E'+E;~ ) n 0 

all 
= cr n (E ')\ 2 ~. + 1 

f( E ) P ( ~ ) ~ L m lIi' c ~o 
m 

R[E ' l-~ E'(l-i, )] X u -E + ~ 2 c 

x 

where cr (E') is the elastic .cattering cross section, 
n 

~ is the cosine of the scattering angle in the centerc 

(C.S) 

(C.6) 
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,of-mass, (CM) system, f (E') are determined from the CM 
m 

differen"tial cross section a (E',~) and , ' n c 

:: "'( A, -1,),2 a ",A+l 

The delta-function arises because the final energy Eis 

determined by kinematics fora given initial energy E' 

and ~. Changing the integration variable in C.S to c 

energy and, noting that 

d~ c 
d " d~ 
~o 0 

= d~ c 

and using C.6 yields 

2 
(l-a)E' dE 

(J (E') 
(B n (E ',-+-E ) ) n' ::in' P n (~, ) \""' (2 m+ 1) f (E')P (~), 

N ( 1-a) E ' ~ 0 L "m m c 
m 

for aE' ~E~E" 

Otherwise 

For inelastic ~cattering for which the discrete 

(C.7) 

level excit~tion cross sections (In'k(E') and Q-value are 

known 
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If 

.-, 
\ 

·(A-l) ] 
AE' Wk 

where Wk=-Q. Following the same steps as for elastic 

scattering above 

for 

otherwise 

(A+l) 
AE,Wk E > 

E' = 

x . 

(C .8) 

(A+l) 
AE' . 

For (n,2n) r~actions and that portion of. the inelastic 

cross section that cannot be treated a~ individual levels 

a statistical model is use~. An evaporation type spectrum 

is assumed 

N(Et,E) _ C(E')Ee-E/ 8 (E') 
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where C(E') is the normali~ation factor ind 9(E') is the 
. . . 

nuclear temperature 

8(E'.) kT ~ 3226 ./E' fA 

The d~tferential inelastic icattering k~rnel in the 

laboratory system .is 

a(E '+K'l ) ·1n 'tAo = 
q iIi (E') 

2 

dll .. c 
dll o 

N(E' ,E) 

where it is assumed that tbe angular distribution of 

secondary neutrons is isot~opic. The subscript in stands 

either for n' or 2n. Thus 

( B (E', E » . . = (J. (E') N (E " E ) 
o 1n 1n . 

E<E' (C.9) 

. . . 

Of these three contributions, the.lastic tr~nsfer 

is the most 1mport~nt, the oth,r two b~ing non-zero only 

above 100 keY, for the isotopes of interest here. 
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